
 

 

 

 

    

 

 

                                   

 

COMMUNITY   WORKING   TOGETHER – Mahi tahi!! 
 

Rangers’ Report – October & November 2021 
 

Operational Summary... 
 

Kia ora everybody 

 

Wow, hasn’t the warm, humid La Nina weather system hit us all of a sudden?! I remember wearing a thermal top and 

hooded jumper as the temperature struggled to reach 15 degrees, just four weeks ago (as I write this) on the 3rd of 

November! With the fantastic wet winter we had, combined with this recent warmth the reserve flora has come away with 

great gusto again after those two drought years we experienced (including the pest plants too unfortunately). 

 

You will have noticed that there was no October rangers’ report from the Trust. It has been decided that due to the size 

and pressure of the workload our team faces we will now report to our supporters once every two months. We hope to try 

and bring as much information to you so you continue to enjoy the reports. Therefore, the next report will not be due for 

release until mid-February 2022 (December 2021 & January 2022 report). Obviously Christmas and the New Year will occur 

in this period so I would like to take this opportunity to wish you all the most wonderful, happy, calm, safe, fun festive 

season and hopefully families/friends will be able to get together after a super crazy year and just enjoy the simple things 

in life for a bit, including I hope some time out immersed and recharging in the mighty mauri of nature.  

 

Some of our volunteers will be taking a very well earned rest over parts of summer after being so dedicated to the cause at 

Te Whara over the turbulent last 12 months and I extend a HUGE thankyou to you all who continue to make this project so 

successful and so enjoyable to be a part of! To my dedicated contract ranger team, you guys absolutely rock and make my 

work/life balance so enjoyable – we really are achieving so much! On that note, in the last six months, even in trying 

times, the rangers and volunteers of Te Whara/Bream Head have changed over the existing 130 Snap-E traps to the 

newer/more powerful Snap-T rodent traps, installed and run a PAPP operation targeting stoats, added and serviced 

approximately 90 new predator control devices along the Ocean Beach road protection line (known as ‘Load the Road’), 

hand delivered 1080 to targeted bait stations protecting sensitive endemic species, installed the 66 Predator Free 

Whangarei ‘mop up’ camera and leg hold devices, developed a PFW camera servicing system and begun classifying 1000’s 

of images from the 33 cameras – all whilst managing the many normal routine tasks that come with an intensive, full 

ecological restoration project. 

 

The outcomes associated with all this new and ongoing mahi are apparent for those who visit the reserve with lovely bird 

song, well maintained tracks and hut, stunning flowers on many of the trees and shrubs and happy visitors enjoying the 

whole area. Probably our greatest story this year has been the grey faced petrel breeding season success to date with nine 

out of the 10 chicks alive at the last check in late November, and seven of those able to be banded by Cathy Mitchell. As I 

write this report (6 December) the first of those chicks may just about be ready to fledge, hopefully our 24/7 camera 

footage will reveal all seven do indeed make it on their way safely – to return again in around four years’ time to breed 

here themselves. I sure hope we are close to, or already at, zero invasive predators by then, wouldn’t that be a dream 

come true?! Again I must be careful and err on the side of caution, there is a long way to go in the GFP breeding season 

and as we know it only takes one stoat to ruin everything. 

 

 

    



 

 

 

 

 

In terms of the predator control programme it’s a bit of a mixed bag lately. Trap catches for possums, and toxin uptake for 

rats remains very low, but the rat trap catch rate has been a bit higher than the same time over the last few years. 

Therefore, we are keeping a close eye on this with some concern around a possible low uptake of the toxin Double Tap by 

rats. The December rodent residual tracking index (RTI) will be very interesting indeed with the last few years’ monitoring 

tracking zero rats in August and December. The RTI for rats in August 2021 tracked a bit higher than usual (rat RTI August 

2021 = 1.33%) so the team will be analysing the results from December and if rat numbers tracked are up again we may 

have to adjust our rodent toxin programme to resolve this potential issue. Even though the results might be a bit 

concerning I am very proud that the Trust puts in the huge effort and actively manages an intensive predator and species 

monitoring programme. The data produced is paying great dividends for the Trust and its operational management 

decisions, because without this knowledge we would not be able to quantify with real scientific evidence how our 

programme is performing, we would not have picked up on change in abundance of rats and been able to quickly adapt our 

management of the programme.  

 

As at the end of November we have not had any evidence of stoats and their kits which are usually leaving their dens 

around this time. You will see in the tables below that we have added in another two columns with the trap catch statistics 

from the Buffer area and the new load the road project, the latter being an intensification of the trapping network along the 

entire length of Ocean Beach Road to help further protect the reserve from predator incursions. 

  
These past two months saw other important tasks and activities achieved such as: 

 Mouse control site monitoring 
 Trap line maintenance 

 Plant nursery maintenance and seed propagation 
 GFP site predator control and monitoring equipment checks. 
 More volunteers signed up and inducted 
 Hut and Track maintenance by our super volunteers 
 Bait bagging again – Thanks Roger Clarke! 

 
Monthly predator control results: October 2021 

Pest/ 
Predator 

Total # 
caught this 
month 
BHSR. 

Total # 
caught this 
month LTR. 

Total # 
caught this 
month 
BUFFER. 

# caught 
this month 
previous 
year. 

# of total rats 
caught Norway 
or Ship rats? 

Total # caught in 
res. this month (i.e. 
not on 
boundary/buffer). 

Total # caught in res. 
this month previous 
yr (i.e. not on 
boundary/buffer). 

# caught 
2021 
YTD 

# caught 
2020 
YTD.  

Rat 4 4 0 2 3 ship/1 Norway 1 of 4 0 of 2 60 42 

Possum 0 0 1 2 - 0 1 of 2 10 17 

Stoat 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 9 5 

Weasel 4 2 0 0 - 0 of 4 0 24 17 

Ferret 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 

Feral cat 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 1 

Mouse 9 1 0 15 - 4 of 9 7 of 15 72 68 

Hedgehog 0 0 0 1 - 0 1 of 1 15 10 

Totals 17 7 1 20 - 5 of 17 9 of 20 190 160 

Analysis: 

 Similar total catch rates from October 2020 (17 vs 20). 

 Rat catches up slightly, but only 1 caught in the reserve. 

 A few more mice caught in October 2021 compared with October 2020. 

 No possums caught compared with 2 possums caught in October 2020. 

 Weasel catches up but all four were caught on the boundary and they were early October, no more weasels caught 

since (by end of November 2021). 
 
KEY:  BHSR – Bream Head/Te Whara Scenic Reserve. LTR – Load the Road (All Ocean Beach Road).  

BUFFER – Private land b/t BHSR and Ocean Beach Road. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Monthly predator control results: November 2021 
Pest/ 
Predator 

Total # 
caught this 
month 
BHSR. 

Total # 
caught this 
month LTR. 

Total # 
caught this 
month 
BUFFER. 

# caught 
this month 
previous 
year. 

# of total rats 
caught 
Norway or 
Ship rats? 

Total # caught 
inside res. this 
month (i.e. not on 
boundary/buffer). 

Total # caught inside 
res. this month 
previous yr (i.e. not 
on boundary/buffer). 

# caught 
2021 
YTD 

# caught 
2020 
YTD.  

Rat 7 10 4 1 3 ship/4 Norway 2 of 7 1 of 1 67 43 

Possum 0 1 0 2 - 0 1 of 2 10 19 

Stoat 0 0 0 3 - 0 3 of 3 9 8 

Weasel 0 1 0 0 - 0 0 24 17 

Ferret 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 

Feral cat 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 1 

Mouse 8 19 0 9 - 3 of 8 5 of 9 80 77 

Hedgehog 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 15 10 

Totals 15 31 4 15 - 5 of 15 10 of 15 205 175 

Analysis: 

 

 Identical total catch rates between November 2021 and November. 

 Higher rat catch rate than November 2020. Only 2 of those 7 were in the reserve though. 

 Zero stoats caught - Less than November 2020. 

 Mice catches low but very similar over both years, only 3 caught in the reserve. 

 
KEY:  BHSR – Bream Head/Te Whara Scenic Reserve. LTR – Load the Road (All Ocean Beach Road).  

BUFFER – Private land b/t BHSR and Ocean Beach Road. 
 
 

GFP chicks banded and ready to fledge… 
In the last Rangers’ report we mentioned that 10 grey faced petrel chicks/Oi had 

hatched from eggs are were doing well in the intensively protected gfp/Oi 

monitoring site. We can confirm that as at 22 November 2021 nine gfp/Oi chicks are 

still alive, and seven of those have been banded by our wonderful local seabird 

expert Cathy Mitchell. The birds were in great health according to Cathy so the 

fishing must be good out where the parents roam. The largest chick weighed in at a 

plump 750grams, and the smallest was 540grams. The Tenth chick that is missing 

from burrow A2 returned no images of predation or predators from its dedicated 

24/7 trail camera, nor was its body found in the entrance or burrow chamber. There 

is potential that a parent or parents were lost at sea 

and the chick, under the influence of starvation, left 

the safety of the burrow in search of mum or dad and food, never to return.  

 

The survival thus far of 9 out of 10 chicks is wonderful news for our team who have all 

been very anxious during these last few weeks for our chicks and their survival chances 

with a few stoats being seen and caught around the reserve boundary and northern side. 

Such a huge effort has gone into removing predators from the reserve by our volunteers 

and a very intensive effort since July by our rangers and Cathy around the gfp area too, 

it’s hard not to get really pumped and excited at each successful stage. We do know 

though that in this game anything can happen, and at any time. So, all our fingers and 

toes are fully crossed that all nine chicks can make it to fledge and return again one day to 

breed at Bream Head/Te Whara (gfp/Oi start to breed from 4 years of age and usually 

return to breed in the same spot they were born). The first fledglings should start their 10 

night pre-flight exercises outside their respective burrows from early December, and on 

average, the first gfp chicks fledge from approximately 7 December each year. So, early in 

the new year when my next report comes out I will hopefully be celebrating good news 

with you all that the chicks (or at least some) got away to return again one day. 

 

*Photos kindly supplied by Shannan Courtenay. 

Cathy with one of the seven banded chicks, get 

a haircut mate! 

Cathy Mitchell with the "Old Woman" 

rock behind her and the 'Chicks' islands 

in the background. 



 

 

 

 

 

Intensive camera monitoring gets the green light… 

Well, here it is folks, the data we have been waiting for! Thousands of images are now pouring in and being analysed as 

you read this to determine the real picture of abundance for predators and species at Bream Head/Te Whara Scenic 

Reserve. I have been excited and very nervous about what might be revealed and like I said in my introduction, so far it’s a 

real mixed bag of good, great and not so good. Of the 33 infra-red trail cameras paired to an automated lure dispenser, 15 

SD cards have been returned to base by our volunteers and rangers. BHCT ranger Hadden Morrison has been using an 

image classification app. to quickly analyse the many images on the cards. It’s no easy task as the vast majority of the 

images on some cards are just of a hot leaf or branch waving in the wind, which triggers the camera’s infra-red sensor to 

take a series of three images in quick bursts. However, as you can see from the very clear images below the cameras are 

capturing some amazing footage of all sorts of interesting creatures great and small.  

 

Over 50% of the cameras have recorded kiwi, several North Island Robin/toutouwai have been seen dancing around the 

dispenser, we have only had one Possum image but unfortunately we have had a few stoat kits caught on camera too, such 

as this one on the North-western boundary line. There have been only two rats seen thus far which is excellent news too. 

The remaining cards will be coming in for their first check in mid-December so it will be very interesting to get the full 

reserve picture of our species, and the predators left we have to try and remove. With this new knowledge the Trust hopes 

it can specifically target key predators like trap shy stoats whom should be ‘locked’ into the auto lure giving us the time to 

respond and remove each individual, moving us closer to the very exciting possibility of eradication of predators in the 

coming years – watch this space!!! 
 

 

 

North Island Brown Kiwi Toutouwai/North Island Robin 

Dirty ol' stoat Dirty Ol' Possum 



 

 

 

 

 

Mouse Control project returns positive results…  
 

During October, after a few setbacks from Covid19, Northtec predator control course students under the supervision of 

course tutor and former BHCT ranger Michael Ramsbottom returned once again to Te Whara and implemented the thirdly 

mouse control monitoring project. The aim of this monitoring project is to study the two sites where BHCT and DOC 

intensively control mice to further protect the very valuable endemic taonga of the Bream Head/Te Whara skink (recently 

named and published as the kakerakau* skink (Oligosoma kakerakau)), and the flax snail/pupuharakeke (Placostylus 

hongii). These two sites have the rodent toxin stations spaced on a 25x25m grid, rather than the usual 50x100m grid for 

the rest of the reserve, the latter grid spacing is targeting mainly rats. The home range territory of mice is far smaller than 

rats so all their range needs to have toxin availability cover.  

 

The team from Northtec, after an information and health and safety induction from Adam Willetts, head up to the sites, 

splitting into two teams to place paw print tracking tunnel cards into the permanently placed tunnels in each site. There are 

actually four tunnel sites, each with 25 tunnels. The two species sites each have a control tunnel site nearby but outside of 

the intensive mouse toxin control areas, this is to monitor the effectiveness of the intensive mouse toxin grid of 25mx25m, 

versus the standard rat grid of 100mx50m. The cards are lured with peanut butter (Pics of course) and left out for one 

night. The team returns the next morning, collects the cards and analyses any foot prints which are then added to a 

database that calculates the residual tracking index (RTI). This October the RTI for mice was: 

 

 October 2021 

 Mice Insect 

Kakerakau Site 3.33%(+/-3%) 56.67% 

Kakerakau CONTROL site 6.67% (+/-3%) 33.33% 

Placo Site 3.33% (+/-3%) 50% 

Placo CONTROL Site 40% 53% 

 

So for mice, at an open reserve on the mainland of New Zealand, a RTI of just 3.33% is very low indeed. You can see the 

difference between the intensively controlled sites and the areas outside of these sites is markedly different. To maintain an 

intensive control operation over the entire reserve at the grid used in the mouse control sites would require a fourfold 

increase in toxin stations over the reserve – put another way that would be another 5,200 toxin stations, all requiring toxin 

and the people to service them monthly. A hill too tall to climb for the Trust at this present time. 

 

No doubt you will have seen in the table the very positive insect residual tracking index for the species sites, as well as 

their respective control sites which are in the reserve and under rat control. High indexes in the 33.33% – 56.67% range 

are just amazing on a mainland site and bode well for all the other biodiversity who rely so heavily on the invertebrate 

mass for their sustained food source – such as kiwi, North Island Robin/toutouwai, miromiro and the nine species of lizards. 

This invertebrate biomass is so incredibly vital to the integrity of the ecosystem for which all living things in the reserve 

rely upon and are critical, especially in times of stress such as droughts or change in climate for example. 

 

So, once again a massive thankyou to Michael and the team from Northtec, and to our local DOC office biodiversity team 

who support the Trusts’ work financially to service and maintain the toxin control project year round in these incredibly 

precious sites. Let’s hope this positive trend continues at Bream Head/Te Whara. 

 

*Note: Kakerakau was the name given by a local hapu kaumatua and translates to mean ‘tree climber’, a distinct 

behavioural attribute of this unique skink only found at Bream Head/Te Whara.   

Kakerakau (Oligisoma kakerakau). 
Placostylus hongii (pupuharakeke/flax snail) A tracking tunnel with prints 



 

 

 

 

 

Rangers’ reports… Written by BHCT ranger Keith Townsend: 

 
Last month it was the clematis, harakeke and kowhai. Now the 

Pohutukawa trees are flowering in full bloom across the reserve. Our 

native bees are busy pollinating and the regen bush has done really 

well from a wet spring. Fingers crossed for rain this summer, with long 

spells of warm holiday sunshine. 

  

It was a pretty routine month for me on the hill. Servicing of the buffer 

and ‘load the road’ traps which have again performed really well with a 

number of rats and one stoat 

caught. Trapping and trail camera 

services at the GFP monitoring 

sites. Glad to say no trap catches 

or sign of predators on those 

cameras for awhile now. But we 

are not out of the woods yet! The 

chicks are growing bigger and 

should be ready for their 10-night wing tests soon before they fledge, but they’re still 

very vulnerable to predation. 

  

Hadden and I have kicked off the weeding season with a session in Cookies valley on 

the climbing asparagus. We will be back in there a few more times I’d say and our 

other site in Urquharts Bay. Mothplant will again be a focus, especially around the 

exposed radar station and lighthouse areas when it begins flowering later this month. 

  

That’s all from me so Miri Kirihimete, and see you around the reserve! 

 

Contact me (Keith) if you would like to join the mailing list.  

keithhtownsend@gmail.com 

 

 

Written by BHCT ranger Hadden Morrison: 

 

Most of my mahi for the month of October was installing 33 cameras and 32 

legholds throughout the BHSR. BHCT was awarded the contract to install 

this gear for Predator Free 2050/Northland Regional Council and it's going 

to be great to see what's actually out on the hill, technology and data is key 

to the survival of our endemic species! Thanks especially to our wonderful 

volunteer Erik who helped me once a week on some of the harder lines and 

of course Adam and Keith. We had a month to get them all in and we 

accomplished it despite some Covid setbacks and inclement weather. It 

took me to some places I had not been before and gave me a far better 

geographical feeling for the ataahua taiao.  

 

  

mailto:keithhtownsend@gmail.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

Once that was done I continued with my usual lines during November; C & A, SW 

Mustelids, NW Mustelids, AU, B, Q, Placo which were relatively quiet (I guess that's a 

good thing!). Adam introduced me to the famed GFP site which was quite a mish, 

there's a lot of gear out those parts protecting the chicks that will hopefully be 

fledgling as you read this, fingers crossed! Keith and I have been doing some weeding 

and got a good day of ridding climbing asparagus, it's a busy time of year for weeds 

unfortunately. 

 

We've also been doing some propagating of manuka seedlings and gathering gear for 

the nursery build. We have been extremely lucky with people such as Rupert donating 

the land, volunteers helping with potting days and now Steve, the wonderful owner 

of Arnold Fran ks has donated some of the building materials. When time permits we'll 

build a shadehouse for planting. 

 

A special mention must be made to Jenny and Marc Lawrence who have donated one 

of their old PC's to BHCT so I can classify thousands of images for the Predator Free 

work, lent trailers, generally been awesome! Thanks for your support, it's been really 

nice to meet some of you, hopefully we'll see you in the next week or two for a drink 

at HQ. Otherwise, stay safe, wishing you a marvellous Xmas & NY. 

 

 

  

https://arnoldfranks.co.nz/


 

 

 

 

 

Meet a volunteer…  
Written by BHCT volunteers Rod and Karol Lovett 

 
I (Rod) was born in Whangarei but grew up in Waihi. Karol's family was part of the dam builders working on the 
multiple dams in the Waitaki valley. We met in Twizel in the Mackenzie basin as I shifted there to further my 
career as a diesel engineer and Karol worked in the engineering office.  
We shifted to Australia as the project wound down. Lived in central Queensland for 10yrs and had our 3 kids 
there. Bought a yacht and sailed up and down capricorn coast on holidays. We then bought "Afternoon Delight " 
a 40ft searunner tri and spent 3yrs sailing in SE Pacific with kids all aged under 5. 
  
I spent most of my boyhood summers at family property between Taurikura and Mackenzie Bay so have known 
the Heads for over 65yrs. We ended up back at the Heads quite by coincidence and have been here about 
30yrs. Are kids we were all brought up here and went to Whangarei Heads School. 
  
We really enjoy working as volunteers with BHCT as they are very organised, focused and it’s great to see 
results of work and as I have run the Bream Head tracks for many years, the improvement in the bird life is so 
noticeable. 
We need to apply the same principles to our gorgeous harbour, the best in NZ but neglected by and 
unrecognised by local authorities. Its biodiversity is a shadow of its former self. 

   



 

 

 

 

 

Weed of the Month 
(from the Whangarei Heads Weed Action website http://weedaction.org.nz/weed-of-the-month/) 

Jasmine Jasminum polyanthum  

What does it look like? This is an evergreen climbing vine that grows up to mid -canopy 
height. It has very long, non-woody, round, tough, stems that root at the nodes. Smooth 
edged leaves are arranged in opposite pairs on stems, and are divided along the midvein 
into usually 7 leaflets with the terminal leaflet (up to 7 x 2.5 cm) the largest . Leaves are 
dark green when mature, new growth is t inged with red. It has masses of highly scented, 
small white tubular f lowers, mainly in spring followed by occasional glossy black fruit.  

Why is it a problem?  Highly shade tolerant vine which grows rapidly over forest floor, and into the canopy, 
forming dense, long-lived masses that smother and kill all plants from ground level to medium to high 
canopy. Stems layer profusely and runners spread long distances over tough sites under buildings, rocks, 
and so on. Ingress into established forest is rapid via ground or canopy. High shade tolerance means it can 
flower under full canopy, and tolerates drought, damp, wind, salt, differing soil types, and damage. 
Extremely hard to kill.  

How does it spread?  Birds readily spread seed where it is produced, but most spread is from fragments dumped 
in greenwaste and by runners from garden infestations at bush margins. Very rapid growth from stem fragments.  

How much of it do we have on the Whangarei Heads Peninsula?  Jasmine infestations are quite localised around 
the Heads because it does not produce much seed. Infestations are usually concentrated around gardens, and on 
bush margins and roadsides where garden waste has been dumped. Where infestations do occur, they are 
frequently extensive. These infestations are of particular concern where they occur at bush margins and are rapidly 
inf iltrating the bush.  

What can we DO about it at Whangarei Heads?  Jasmine is very hard to kil l once established so the best thing to 
do is to ensure you don’t introduce it to your property, deliberately or accidentally, and ensure that you dispose of 
your garden waste responsibly if you have it at your place. Controll ing infestations thoroughly when small and 
following up until eradicated will also save signif icant effort, focusing first on keeping it out and away from bush 
areas. For large well established infestations control is stil l achievable, the approach just needs to be tactical, 
moving in a roll ing front and undertaking the necessary foll ow up to ensure complete kill at the retreating margin.  

How do I control it?  

Special disposal notes: Spread primarily by garden dumping. Dispose of appropriately.  

 Manual control diff icult due to growth form (stems root wherever they contact the ground). Vines can 
be progressively rolled up, and disposed at a refuse transfer station, or by drying thoroughly and 
composting, or drying and burning, or burying deeply. Stem fragments left in soil after roll ing will re -
sprout, and then these can be manually pulled (or followed up with herbicide methods below). 
Intensive follow up required to locate and pull regrowth from any remaining stem fragments.  

 Prune vines as close to original stem as possible, then  immediately treat cut stem with (5g 
metsulfuron + 1ml penetrant/1L water), or (250ml Banvine® + 10ml penetrant/1L water). Dispose of all 
cut stems at a refuse transfer station, or by drying thoroughly and composting, or drying and burning, 
or burying deeply.  

 Cut back & spray regrowth (wait for healthy, mature fol iage) with (5g metsulfuron+10ml penetrant/10L 
water), or (120ml Banvine® + 10ml penetrant/10L water).  

Not prolific seed production – spread largely through dumped garden refuse. Very rapid growth 
from stem fragments. Once established it is hard to kill & dispose of – prioritise preventing spread 
into new areas. Most infestations will require several follow-up treatments. 



 

 

 

 

 

Coming up in December: 
Predator Free Whangarei (PFW) possum detection device install continues… BHCT will be installing 

detection cameras and paired automated lure dispensers on private properties immediately to the north of the reserve 

boundary, known as the buffer. 

 
Summer weed control… BHCT rangers and those in the Forest Restoration Team (FoRT) will sweat it out on the hill 

in an effort to suppress those nasty invasive weeds, eliminating as many mature plants before they can reseed. Contractors 

will be brought into hep the team hit the gnarly weed areas. 

 

December rodent Tracking Tunnel survey… the December round of the tracking tunnel survey to gather the 

rodent RTI will occur with the help from two of our most dedicated volunteers. 

 

PFW camera footage analysis… the analysis of thousands of images will continue through December; the last of 

the first round SD cards will return, revealing more interesting data! 

 

Mauri ora - Keep well my friends! 

 
Adam Willetts  
(Head Ranger/Project Manager) 
M: 021 155 7380  
e: bhctrangers@gmail.com 
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